STAR TREK: A CALL TO DUTY
USS EUROPA NCC 65040, patrolling the Black Cluster
Stardate 10204.28

Previously on the Starship Europa

After a refreshing time playing out Knights, Archers, Dragons and Damsels in distress in one of the Holonovels they got from the USS Hydra, the crew of the Starship Europa resume their posts and continue the patrol duties in the Black Cluster

Host MikeyS says:
<<< Resume Europa Mission, Stardate 10204.28, 20:07 Eastern >>>

Host CO_Rya says:
::In her ready room, finishing up the morning reports and a lovely cup of berry tea.::

XO_Vekh says:
::at the command chair, on the bridge::

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Steps off the TL onto the bridge with a large toothy yawn::

TO_Wolf says:
::checking long and short range sensors::

CMO_Riker says:
*XO* Sickbay to Bridge 

XO_Vekh says:
::turns at the yawn:: CNS: Ah Counselor...looks the night was lengthy

XO_Vekh says:
*CMO*: Vekh here. Proceed, doctor

TO_Wolf says:
::looks up at the XO::

CNS_Sheyra says:
XO:  Not so much as I still can't quite get my biological clock adjusted.  My people don't quite adjust as easily... at least my family doesn't.

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The ship is currently patrolling near the Black Cluster... nothing suspicious on long- or short-range sensors. Just normal interference from the cluster itself.

CMO_Riker says:
*XO* your overdue for a physical  commander  can i see you in sickbay

XO_Vekh says:
CNS: I see. On the other hand, us Orions are renown 'nomads'. We are not the Borg, but we are quite adaptable

FCO_B’lee says:
::glances back at Vekh:: XO: I can take the bridge while you're down in sickbay, Commander...

Host CO_Rya says:
::Shifts padds around on her desk until she comes up with Riella's report::

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Hearing the doctor::  XO:  Tag on a counseling session as well to your physical.

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Chimes the RR door.::

XO_Vekh says:
::raises an eyebrow at the CMO's request:: *CMO*: I...will be right there

Host CO_Rya says:
::Senses who is on the other side and smiles:: CNS: Enter.

TO_Wolf says:
::checks phaser status::

XO_Vekh says:
::turns to the CNS:: CNS: Is this a coup d'etat? I get attacked from all sides?

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Walks in, her tail lightly lashing::

CMO_Riker says:
Computer: Activate Emh 

FCO_B’lee says:
::sees he's not going to get a response from the Commander and turns back to the flight controls::

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: Good morning Lieutenant Sheyra. Have you had breakfast yet?

XO_Vekh says:
FCO: Thank you for volunteering, Lieutenant. The bridge is yours

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Looks back at the door with a nice toothy smile::  XO:  But of course, didn't you know that was how it worked?

FCO_B’lee says:
::smiles and nods as he gets up to take the center seat and a relief FCO takes his controls::

XO_Vekh says:
CNS: It figures... ::raises and walks to the TL::

Host MikeyS says:
<EMH> CMO: Please state the nature of the medical emergency.

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Goes and sits down::  CO:  To early to eat... at least that is what my stomach is telling me.  I am going to be starving before lunch.

TO_Wolf says:
Self: All looks fine there... ::Checks torpedo status::

CMO_Riker says:
EMH: I’m short on nursing  staff,  so you’re going to have to help OK?

FCO_B’lee says:
::sinks down into the center seat, mushing his butt around in the chair till he finds just the right spot:: Self: Ahhhh.....

XO_Vekh says:
::stops quickly by the Tactical station:: TO: How are the sensor sweeps today, Mr. Wolf?

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: The change in your duty shifts must be playing havoc with your internal clock.

FCO_B’lee says:
::looks at the side panels on the arm rests wondering which of these buttons will kick up the footrest::

Host MikeyS says:
<EMH> CMO Riker: This isn't part of my programming... I'm a doctor, not a substitute nurse.

TO_Wolf says:
XO: Nothing but the interference caused by the cluster. ::smiles::

CNS_Sheyra says:
CO:  Yes, it is.  Hopefully not for much longer.  Have you heard anything new?

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: Only a little. Lt. K'Tracht hasn't turned in a formal report yet, but as far as he and Riella have been able to figure, your concerns are correct.

XO_Vekh says:
TO: That's good, Ensign. Keep your eyes open though. The Breen are unpredictable ::enters the TL::

FCO_B’lee says:
Self: All this needs is some hula-girls and a nice fruity drink ... with an umbrella.

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: Commander Azhure was not attending a conference.

CMO_Riker says:
EMH: OK you’re right but I still need the help shall we work together or what 

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: Did she say anything to you while on leave?

XO_Vekh says:
::just before the doors close:: FCO: Ah...and Mr. B'lee, refrain from testing all the buttons on the chair's armrest OK

XO_Vekh says:
::TL doors close and the Orion is taken away::

CNS_Sheyra says:
CO: That is all they could find though?  Hmmm... Nope. She said something about meeting with some Orions, but it was only for the day.

FCO_B’lee says:
::waves a hand at the XO as the turbolift doors close:: XO: You got it, Chuck!

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: Which day was that?

TO_Wolf says:
::makes a mental note to request a restock on torpedoes::

CNS_Sheyra says:
CO: I believe it was shortly after the captain Senn left. I believe she spent the night in sickbay with B'lee before heading out.

FCO_B’lee says:
::passes wind and puts a hand to his mouth:: TO: Oh, excuse me...

Host MikeyS says:
<EMH> CMO Riker: My program is called _Emergency_ Medical Hologram for a reason. ::looks around:: I see no emergency here.

TO_Wolf says:
::grunts::

CMO_Riker says:
EMH: this is a minor emergency. I have no staff 

Host CO_Rya says:
::Sits back and tries to remember if she saw Azhure after that or not.:: CNS: Did she mention anything about visiting friends to you?

FCO_B’lee says:
::sighs happily and lolls one leg over the other knee as he sits back in the chair with a small grin on his face::

XO_Vekh says:
::exits the turbolift on Deck 12 and calmly make his way to Sickbay::

CNS_Sheyra says:
CO: Nooo... they were not so much friends, as people she had offered to help.  It was nothing much.  Matter of fact...  I am not sure she ever met up with them.  At least I thought that was what was in K'Tracht’s initial report.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Gets up and gets another cup of tea:: CNS: Are you sure you don't want anything?

FCO_B’lee says:
::turns around in his chair grinning like a little school boy:: TO: Any chance we can shoot at something?

CNS_Sheyra says:
CO:  No, thank you.

XO_Vekh says:
::enters and spots the CMO arguing with the EMH, as usual:: CMO: Good morning, Dr. Riker. You wanted to see me?

Host CO_Rya says:
::Thinks about Sheyra's remarks and sighs.:: CNS: Unfortunately we seem to keep hitting blanks. We can't trace who or how she was registered for the class. I've informed Admiral Edwards of her disappearance and failure to return from leave.

Host MikeyS says:
<EMH> ::begins quoting from the technical manual::  CMO Riker: Nearly forty-percent of the crew are cross-trained in emergency medicine, and can be called to help in routine Sickbay duties. ::sees the XO enter::

TO_Wolf says:
FCO: Sure.. we'll also alarm the Breen in the process, have to phasers and torpedoes at full power.. ::rambles on::

CMO_Riker says:
XO: hiya Commander.  Climb up on the table and I’ll be with you in a minute 

TO_Wolf says:
FCO ::ends.. ::  But yea... we can :)

FCO_B’lee says:
TO: Maybe an asteroid, or small moon... ::fiddles with the button that would bring up the manual flight column::

TO_Wolf says:
::smiles sarcastically::

CNS_Sheyra says:
CO:  K'Tracht mentioned a giant of a man seen with her at the bar.

CMO_Riker says:
EMH: Are you going to help me or not 

FCO_B’lee says:
::snaps his fingers and smacks his hand on his knee:: TO: Aww shucks...

TO_Wolf says:
::resists laughing at the FCO::

Host MikeyS says:
<EMH> CMO Riker: Or not. ::taps a nearby console, effectively deactivating his program::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Raises an eyebrow slightly:: CNS: Really? I'll ask him about that. I'm sure he'll try to identify him himself. ::Taking her tea out of the replicator, Alara returns to her seat.:: CNS: Is there anything I can do to help you out?

XO_Vekh says:
::sizes up and down the EMH, wondering if he needs to be greeted as well:: CMO: Very well

FCO_B’lee says:
::fiddles with the buttons on the armrests and suddenly hears the hiss of escaping gas .... as the lumbar support allows him to sink deeper into the center chair:: Self: Ahhhhhhhh.....

CNS_Sheyra says:
CO:  Me?  Not really.  I am pretty sure Azhure will make her way back eventually.  It is the eventually that concerns me.  What is the normal steps next?

CMO_Riker says:
::looks at the xo and chuckles:: XO: you think he treats his patients as rudely as he dose me?

XO_Vekh says:
::climbs onto the biobed indicated by the CMO and watches his 'fight' with the rather headstrong program::

CMO_Riker says:
::laughing hysterically::

XO_Vekh says:
CMO: I've seen such a behavior pattern on other EMHs, I wonder why Starfleet Medical has not yet worked that out

TO_Wolf says:
::tired of standing.. wants some seats::

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: We can't do anything at the moment from here. Our patrol around the Black Cluster supersedes taking the Europa out to look for a single missing crew member. I'm afraid the bulk of the investigation is in Admiral Edward's hands. Anyway, I just wanted to bring you up to date and see how you were doing.

CMO_Riker says:
::takes out a medical tricorder and scans the xo:: 

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The FCO activates the massage "fingers" on the Captain's Chair.

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Wrinkles her nose:: CO: Bureaucracy... ah well. Azhure is on her own for now then.

FCO_B’lee says:
::feels the magic fingers at work on his back:: TO: Wwwwhhhhaaaattttt iiiisssss ttttthhhhiiiissssss?

XO_Vekh says:
::rests down and collaborates with the CMO::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Smiles slightly in agreement with Sheyra's assessment:: CNS: For now. I hate leaving a friend in possible trouble, however, so we'll do what we can from here.

CMO_Riker says:
XO: blood pressure normal body temperature normal  respiration normal... very good commander 

TO_Wolf says:
::is having a VERY hard time resisting hitting the floor laughing::

CTO_Nimitz says:
::steps onto the bridge and notices the new bridge officer at Tac 1:: TO: Good Morning, Mr. Wolf.

CMO_Riker says:
Computer:  bring up the Xo’s  medical record 

FCO_B’lee says:
::tries to turn off the massage fingers and the chair starts to raise higher from the floor::

FCO_B’lee says:
::waves at Nimitz from the center chair as he comes onto the bridge:: CTO: Hey there, Chester...

XO_Vekh says:
CMO: Thank you, Doctor. I'm glad of that

CMO_Riker says:
::looks over the xo’s medical history:: 

TO_Wolf says:
::smiles at the CTO:: Same to you, sir.

FCO_B’lee says:
::smacks at the armrest and the chair starts to lower again::

CNS_Sheyra says:
CO:  Just let me know.  For now, we are just trying to keep her back load down so when she does return, she doesn't look at it and turn around to get lost again.

CMO_Riker says:
XO: any  dizziness or nausea  or fatigue, or anything along those lines?

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: Have you been able to see Lt. B'lee yet?

Host CO_Rya says:
::Finishes her tea::

CNS_Sheyra says:
CO: No, I haven't.  I can take him now if you would like.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Smiles:: CNS: Yes. I don't want him escaping from this appointment.

XO_Vekh says:
CMO: Nothing that's worthy mentioning, Doctor. Our recent 'recreation time' at the holodeck really eased up some tension of command

FCO_B’lee says:
::finds the chair has gone so low his butt is practically on the floor and he has to put his legs out straight in front of him to keep from catching them under the chair::

CTO_Nimitz says:
::walks up to B'lee:: FCO: Where's everyone else?

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: Although he has seemed better lately.

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Stands::  CO:  Done.  Was there anything in particular you wanted me to look into?

FCO_B’lee says:
::looks up from the floor:: CTO: IIiiiii dddooonnnnn'ttttt kkkknnnoooowwwww......

CMO_Riker says:
::rolls in a large piece of equipment:: XO: put your hands and arms through the holes please commander 

TO_Wolf says:
CTO: The XO is in the sickbay

FCO_B’lee says:
::waves a jiggling arm towards the Ready Room::

XO_Vekh says:
::does as ordered, wondering what this procedure could be:: CMO: like this?

TO_Wolf says:
CTO: The CO and CNS are in the RR

Host CO_Rya says:
::Steps towards the door and sees B'lee on the floor waving in her direction:: CNS: I think you can judge for yourself. ::Gestures to the FCO::

CMO_Riker says:
XO: Yes exactly

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Shakes her head as she walks over to the captains chair::  FCO:  B'lee?

FCO_B’lee says:
::as the chair continues to massage him:: All: Cccccaaaaaappppttttaaaaaiiinnnn ooonnnnn tttttthhhheeeee Bbbbbrrrriiiidddgdggggeeeee!

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: I've been concerned about his mental state ::This is said quietly.::

CTO_Nimitz says:
FCO: Is there any special reason you have the bridge?

Host CO_Rya says:
::Looks at the other officers on the bridge:: All: What's going on here?

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Reaches a large furry hand down to him::  FCO: You and I get to talk.

CMO_Riker says:
XO: hop up on the treadmill, Commander please 

FCO_B’lee says:
::sees the Captain, Counselor, and Chief Tactical Officer staring down at him:: All: Ggggeeeeetttttt mmmmmeeeeee oooo uuuutttaaa tttthhhiiisss ttttthhhhinnnngggg!

CTO_Nimitz says:
::turns around:: FCO: Never mind CO/CNS: Captain... Lieutenant...

Host CO_Rya says:
::Smacks the stop button with her palm::

CMO_Riker says:
::writes down the results from the machine tests::

CNS_Sheyra says:
::nods to Nimitz::

FCO_B’lee says:
::rolls out of the chair as the Captain hits the stop button. Grabs the Counselor's hand as she helps her to his feet::

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: I see you bit off more than you could handle.

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: All stop reported on the chair.

XO_Vekh says:
::moves to the treadmill indicated by Riker:: CMO: ready when you need, Doctor

FCO_B’lee says:
::wobbles a little, steadying himself on the OPS backrest:: CO: That chair's could be dangerous!

FCO_B’lee says:
CO: It should come with an Owner's Manual!

Host CO_Rya says:
::Nods her head slightly:: FCO: Indeed.

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Eyes open wide at the statement, but she keeps her amusement to herself::

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Did you injure yourself?

CMO_Riker says:
::turns the  power up to a brisk jog:: XO: tell me if you begin to feel tired or dizzy or anything 

Host CO_Rya says:
::Can't help the grin that is playing at the corners of her lips:: FCO: And more importantly, did you hurt my chair?

FCO_B’lee says:
::feels all Jell-O:: CO: I don't think so ... haven't felt this relaxed since that four day weekend I had on Risa with those Four Orion Slave Girls...

XO_Vekh says:
::jogs around:: CMO: will do

Host CO_Rya says:
::Shakes her head:: CNS: He's all yours.

FCO_B’lee says:
::wiggles one appendage at a time::

CMO_Riker says:
::hooks him up to a heart and brain monitor::

CNS_Sheyra says:
::under her breath, with a bit of sarcasm:: CO: Wonderful.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Looks over at TO Wolf:: TO: Ensign Wolf, where is Commander Vekh?

CNS_Sheyra says:
FCO:  Come along Lieutenant.

TO_Wolf says:
CO: Sickbay

FCO_B’lee says:
::follows behind the CNS little a little puppy dog:: CNS: Aye sir...

Host CO_Rya says:
::Mentally wishes the Counselor good luck::

CNS_Sheyra says:
::With a swish of her tail, enters the TL::

CMO_Riker says:
XO: how you doing commander..........ready to go faster ?

Host CO_Rya says:
CTO: Anything on sensors Lt. Nimitz?

XO_Vekh says:
CMO: Anyone ever told you how Orions like challenges, Doctor? At your discretion.

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Turns around as the doors close behind them::  FCO:  How has your day been going?

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: Sensors start to beep a little bit... interference from the cluster appears to be increasing. (not by much though)

FCO_B’lee says:
::turns as the door close behind him:: CNS: Umm .. relaxing.

CMO_Riker says:
XO: OK, suit yourself .....::cranks the power up to a fast paced run::

CNS_Sheyra says:
FCO:  In deed.  I don't think I remember ever seeing anyone enjoying the captains chair before.

CNS_Sheyra says:
... so much.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Glances at the CTO and TO to see if they heard her.::

XO_Vekh says:
::jogs faster, accompanying the treadmill's pace:: CMO: That's more like it

CTO_Nimitz says:
::glances at his console, reading the sensor data:: CO: Nothing, si....mmmm, there may be something, but interference from the cluster makes it hard to tell.

FCO_B’lee says:
::smiles at Sheyra:: CNS: When I do something, I do it all the way!

Host CO_Rya says:
::Taps a few buttons on the chair and brings it back to it's regular settings:: CTO: Can you narrow down scans in that region and pick it out?

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Exits the TL and heads toward Azhure's office.::  FCO:  That is actually a good way to look at things.  But there should be some moderation.  Or do you disagree?

CMO_Riker says:
XO: amazing...::writes and writes and writes and writes some more:: .........in all my years of medicine I’ve only once seen a person in as good a shape as you commander and he was an android 

FCO_B’lee says:
::follows behind her dutifully with a newfound spring in his step::

CTO_Nimitz says:
CO: I don't think narrowing down scans will help, a probe will be much more effective.

FCO_B’lee says:
::waves a hand at her:: CNS: Moderation? What the heck for?

Host CO_Rya says:
::Nods:: CTO: Give me a time estimate on getting one prepared and sent.

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Enters the room::  FCO:  It is what allows others who work with you to be able to work with you.

XO_Vekh says:
CMO: Is that so, Doctor? Thanks for the compliment. My exercise program is based off a Klingon one. I modified it myself, as it was somewhat ...'light'

XO_Vekh says:
CMO: Just don't tell that to Mr. Nimitz, you know how Klingons are with these things

FCO_B’lee says:
::grins at her:: CNS: I thought it was my stunning good looks that allowed others to work with me so well...

Host CO_Rya says:
::Sits down in her chair, makes a few more adjustments to compensate for B'lee's changes, and finds Drayan's location::

CTO_Nimitz says:
CO: We have a standard set of pre-set probes, just a quick adjustments to one of them and we're ready to go. Five minutes, I'd say.

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Chuckles as she takes a seat::  FCO:  I can't quite answer that one as I am not of your species.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Sighs. It looks like she'll have to stay put.:: CTO: Do it.

FCO_B’lee says:
::smiles at Sheyra and winks:: CNS: So ... how *you* doin'?

XO_Vekh says:
::despite all, he begins to sweat off some of his breakfast:: CMO: So, Doctor, for how long we'll need to go on?

CMO_Riker says:
XO: that’s enough Commander. Stop before you burn out my sensor ::smile::

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Waves her hand to the opposite seat:: FCO: On the tired side, but surviving. You do realize, you have some of your command staff a bit concerned, right?

FCO_B’lee says:
::takes the seat quite happily:: CNS: Gee, I do? That's really nice of you to be so concerned. Maybe we should discuss this further over .. say .. dinner?

CTO_Nimitz says:
TO: Get a type 5 XSR probe for the lady ::grins to Rya::

XO_Vekh says:
::catching his breath:: CMO: By the Rings of Tauntee....::pants::... You did play hard on me, Doctor

XO_Vekh says:
::pants, pants::

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Smiles a toothy grin::  FCO:  That depends, you up to a hunt?

Host CO_Rya says:
::Smiles at Luk::

CMO_Riker says:
::looking down at his notes and comments:: truly amazing ::looks up at the XO:: XO: you are one unusual person Commander. All my other patients in the past  would have  been passed out by now 

FCO_B’lee says:
::grins at her slyly and leans forward:: CNS: Depends on what you're hunting ... me, I hope.

TO_Wolf says:
CTO: Aye...

Host CO_Rya says:
::Squirms around and finally realizes it's the change in the lumbar pressure that's annoying her and adjusts it back to her preferences.:: Self: He's never sitting here again.

XO_Vekh says:
::actually is quite 'passed out', but would not let the CMO find that out:: CMO: Thank you again, Doctor...::pants::...Do you think I'm dismissed then?

CNS_Sheyra says:
FCO:  I believe you said dinner.  ::Leans forward a bit::  Honestly B'lee.  You need to lessen your urges to just let go and enjoy life when you are on duty.  I would suggest, that you take that wonderful tendency and use it elsewhere.  Like a hunt.  A real hunt if you are up to it.

TO_Wolf says:
::heads for the probe room::

FCO_B’lee says:
::grins at her wickedly:: CNS: Oh, I've got some urges right now ... and believe me you don't want them lessened. ::looks her up and down suggestively::

TO_Wolf says:
Computer: Get me a Class-VI probe, Stellar Encounter type.

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Sits back and curls her legs up on the couch to watch him, holding onto a sigh::

Host CO_Rya says:
CTO: Any change in the interference levels?

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: Probe ready.

FCO_B’lee says:
::sighs for her and sits back in his chair:: Sheyra: Fine, little miss business. What do you want to talk about? ::slightly irritated::

TO_Wolf says:
::presses some buttons. and heads back to the bridge::

CMO_Riker says:
::gets  a neuron tracer:: XO: i want you to wear these for the next 72 hours. These devices will allow me to monitor your brain activity ect so I want you to keep them on and ill see u back here in 3 days to get them out

CNS_Sheyra says:
FCO:  I have already spoken what I wanted to.

FCO_B’lee says:
::thinks back:: CNS: Ummm ... dinner, then?

XO_Vekh says:
CMO: Very well, Doctor ::takes the tracer and adjusts it under his uniform::

CTO_Nimitz says:
CO: Interference level has not changed

CNS_Sheyra says:
FCO: Your extremities on the job. I was suggesting you use put that enjoyment of life elsewhere... dinner, in the form of a hunt sounds good to me.

Host CO_Rya says:
CTO: Really? ::Keys up her monitor::

CMO_Riker says:
XO: one more thing. Have the captain see me next

FCO_B’lee says:
::points at her:: CNS: First of all, I don't think you know what you're talking about. What extremities on the job?

Host CO_Rya says:
CTO: Is the probe ready?

XO_Vekh says:
CMO: If that's all, I shall be going. I'll inform the Captain momentarily ::nods to the CMO and exits sickbay::

CNS_Sheyra says:
FCO:  Hmmm... a misuse of a word perhaps. You take things too far when you are on duty.  You need to be more serious.

CTO_Nimitz says:
CO: It is, sir.

FCO_B’lee says:
::scoffs:: CNS: When have I ever taken things too far on duty?

CNS_Sheyra says:
CO: Lets see, practical jokes, the captains chair today....

CMO_Riker says:
*CO* sickbay to bridge

FCO_B’lee says:
::scowls:: CNS: You can't blame me for that ... that chair's possessed!

FCO_B’lee says:
CNS: Besides, it's been months since I played a practical joke on the bridge. And the Captain and I have already discussed that.

XO_Vekh says:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 8. Self: I better change into a clean uniform...

Host CO_Rya says:
*CMO*: Is there a problem Doctor?

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Her eyes dance with the humor she tries to keep from her face:: FCO: Has it been so long?

CTO_Nimitz says:
CO: we won't get clear telemetry until the probe is really close, less than 50,000 km.

CMO_Riker says:
*CO*: you’re overdue for your physical Captain 

FCO_B’lee says:
::face full of irritation:: CNS: Yes, it has!

Host CO_Rya says:
::Looks at Nimitz:: CTO: Let me know as soon as data begins being returned.

CNS_Sheyra says:
::Looks at him::  FCO:  Why are you so irritated?

XO_Vekh says:
::reaches the Captain's quarters and enters, finding Julia and the nanny:: Julia: But look who's here ::as the little girl lights up upon seen him::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Rolls her eyes slightly at the CMO's comments:: *CMO*: If you'll check my medical records doctor, you'll find I had a physical just three months ago. However, I'll be happy to come down there as soon as I can. Right now is a bad time.

FCO_B’lee says:
::spats out at her:: CNS: You and your baseless accusations. I haven't done anything wrong ... lately.

XO_Vekh says:
<Maggie> XO: getting home earlier today, Cmdr?

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The probe is nearing the interference anomaly. Two minutes before it is within range for a full scan.

CNS_Sheyra says:
FCO: I did not accuse you of anything.  I am bringing up concerns... there is one other, but I am thinking  I should leave that to Azhure.

XO_Vekh says:
::takes Julia in his arms and lifts her above his head, chucking as she enjoys every moment of it:: Nanny: Not quite, Margaret. The CMO had me undergo a physical and I thought I'd change into a new fresh uniform before getting back on duty. How's the little girl treating you today?

FCO_B’lee says:
::mutters:: Self: I think I need a drink if I am going to have to put up with this...

XO_Vekh says:
<Maggie> XO: nothing out of the ordinary, sir. She's just overly active for her age, but still within ... 'normal parameters'..

Host MikeyS says:
<<< Pause Europa Mission, Stardate 10204.28, 21:05 Eastern >>>
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